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We demonstrate almost chirp- and pedestal-free optical pulse compression in a nonlinear fiber Bragg grating
with exponentially decreasing dispersion. The exponential dispersion profile can be well-approximated by a
few gratings with different constant dispersions. The required number of sections is proportional to the com-
pression ratio, but inversely proportional to the initial chirp value. We propose a compact pulse compression
scheme, which consists of a linear and nonlinear grating, to effectively compress both hyperbolic secant and
Gaussian shaped pulses. Nearly transform-limited pulses with a negligibly small pedestal can be achieved.
© 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.3735, 320.1590, 320.5520.b
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t. INTRODUCTION
eneration of short optical pulses has always been of
reat scientific and technological interest. There are two
idely used techniques to achieve optical pulse compres-
ion; namely, higher-order soliton compression and adia-
atic pulse compression [1]. The former can have a large
egree of compression, but the compressed pulses suffer
rom significant pedestal generation, leading to nonlinear
nteractions between neighboring solitons. Some tech-
iques, such as the nonlinear intensity discrimination
echnique [2,3] can reduce the pedestals, but typically en-
rgy is wasted. Adiabatic soliton compression typically
tilizes a dispersion map with monotonically decreasing
ispersion along the propagation direction, z, and is for-
ally equivalent to distributed amplification [4,5]. If the
ispersion varies slowly enough, the soliton self-adjusts to
aintain the balance between dispersion and nonlinear-
ty (by reducing its pulse width; hence the term adiabatic
ompression) [6]. This compression scheme is attractive
ecause it inherently maintains the transform-limited
haracteristics of the pulse as it compresses [6]. Such
ompression has been demonstrated experimentally by a
ariety of schemes to achieve the effect of decreasing dis-
ersion [7].
As Moores pointed out in [8], exact chirped soliton so-
utions to the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation exist
hen we have distributed gain gz=g0 / 1−g0z or expo-
entially varying dispersion 2z=20 exp−z /z0. One of
he advantages of this compression scheme is that the
diabatic condition does not need to be satisfied and rapid
ompression is possible. More recently, a technique known
s self-similar analysis has been utilized to study linearly
hirped pulses in optical fibers and fiber amplifiers [9–12].
elf-similar pulses have attracted much attention since
he linear chirp facilitates efficient pulse compression. In
ddition, these pulses can propagate without pulse0740-3224/09/030432-12/$15.00 © 2reakup, called optical wave breaking, even at high pow-
rs. Kruglov et al. investigated the linearly chirped self-
imilar solitary waves in optical fiber amplifiers [10,11].
illet et al. generated the linearly chirped parabolic
ulses experimentally and achieved efficient pulse com-
ression by using a hollow-core photonic bandgap (PBG)
ber [12]. However, because of the relatively small group
elocity dispersion (GVD) of optical fibers, this scheme re-
uires long fiber lengths, and only a few dispersion pro-
les are practically feasible. Moreover, fabrication of fi-
ers with complex dispersion profiles usually involves the
plicing of several different fibers or drawing fibers with
n axially varying core diameter. A more attractive solu-
ion to achieve pulse compression is by utilizing a highly
ispersive nonlinear medium such as a fiber Bragg grat-
ng (FBG). Grating dispersion just outside the stop band
s up to 6 orders of magnitude larger than that of silica
ber and can be tailored simply by changing the grating
rofile. Grating dispersion 2 can exceed 100 ps2/cm for
fiber grating, and this feature has been used for disper-
ion compensation in transmission [13]. Moreover, almost
ny grating profiles can be manufactured using the state-
f-the-art grating-writing techniques. This potential sug-
ests utilizing this huge dispersion to construct a compact
ptical pulse compressor. The first experimental observa-
ion of nonlinear propagation effects in FBGs, resulting in
onlinear optical pulse compression and soliton propaga-
ion, is reported in [14]. These solitons occur at frequen-
ies near the PBG structure of the grating, and propagate
t velocities well below the speed of light in the uniform
edium. Adiabatic soliton compression in nonuniform
rating structures has been proposed in [15]. The adia-
atic Bragg soliton compressor scheme is based on adia-
atic soliton compression using a nonuniform grating in
hich the dispersion decreases along the grating. This
echnique has the advantage that it only requires one009 Optical Society of America
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edestal-free and transform-limited pulse. Very recently,
e have investigated the compression of chirped Bragg
olitary pulses near the PBG structure of nonlinear FBGs
NFBGS) [16–19]. Table 1 gives the comparison between
ifferent pulse compression schemes.
In this paper, we theoretically study the linearly
hirped self-similar Bragg solitary pulses near the PBG
tructure. Efficient pulse compression can be achieved
ith the appropriate grating induced dispersion. The pa-
er is structured as follows. In Subsection 2.A, we inves-
igate pedestal-free Bragg soliton pulse compression near
he PBG structure using self-similar analysis. We discuss
he physical mechanisms that determine the evolution of
he chirped self-similar Bragg soliton in Subsection 2.B
nd we give the pulse parameter evolution equations in
ubsection 2.C. In Section 3 we discuss the stepwise ap-
roximation (SWA) of the exponentially decreasing dis-
ersion profile, and using numerical simulation we show
hat the compressed pulse is nearly chirp-free and almost
edestal-free. We show that the number of concatenated
BG sections is associated with the compression ratio and
nitial chirp value. Section 4 introduces a simple pre-
hirper to add the required chirp profile to initial chirp-
ree hyperbolic secant pulse or Gaussian pulse. We find
hat the initial Gaussian profile evolves into a hyperbolic
ecant profile after compression in the NFBG. A compari-
on between full simulation and pulse parameter evolu-
ion equations is also given. Section 5 concludes the pa-
er.
. COMPRESSION OF CHIRPED OPTICAL
ULSES
. Self-Similar Analysis
onlinear pulse propagation in FBGs is governed by the
onlinear coupled mode (NLCM) equations that describe
he coupling between the forward and backward traveling
odes in the FBGs [1]. When the center frequency of the
ulse is tuned outside but close to the PBG structure, one
Table 1. Comparison Between D
Large
Compression
Ratio Pedestal-F
Higher-order
soliton
compression

Adiabatic pulse
compression in
fibers
Adiabatic pulse
compression in
NFBG
Self-similar pulse
compression in
fibers
 
Self-similar pulse
compression in
NFBG
 an apply the multiple scale analysis [1,20,21] to reduce
he NLCM equations into a NLS-type equation as
i
E
z
−
2z
2
2E
t2
+ gE2E = 0, 1
here Ez , t is the envelope of the Bloch wave associated
ith the grating, z is the distance variable, t is the time
ariable, 2z is the dispersion of the grating, and g is
he effective nonlinear coefficient. Recently, we have in-
estigated Eq. (1) to explain the formation of the chirped
oliton. The Painlevé analysis to Eq. (1) implies that the
oliton pulse propagation is possible only for the exponen-
ially decreasing dispersion and constant dispersion. For
he former case, we have explained the formation of
hirped soliton using the variational analysis and Hirota
ilinear method [22]. For Eq. (1), adiabatic Bragg soliton
ulse compression has been discussed wherein the maxi-
um compression ratio of 4 was achieved [15,21] and the
edestal generated is very small [15]. Later, using pertur-
ation theory, Tsoy and de Sterke [23,24] have investi-
ated the pulse compression based on the perturbed NLS
quation in NFBG. Contrary to the above pulse compres-
ion studies, more recently, Rosenthal and Horowitz have
roposed the pulse compression based on the reflected
ulse in NFBG [25] and Bragg soliton pulse compression
ased on in-gap solitons [26]. In the following, we use self-
imilar analysis to show that it is possible to achieve
edestal-free compression with maximum compression
atio beyond the limit obtained by the adiabatic compres-
ion process. We assume that the self-similar solution of
q. (1) is given by
Ez,t =
1
1 − 20Dz
R t − Tc1 − 20Dz
expi1z + i2z2 t − Tc2 , 2
here
nt Pulse Compression Schemes
Chirp-Free–
Almost
Chirp-Free
Avoid Wave
Breaking at
High Powers
Short
Length
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1
2 0
z 2z
1 − 20Dz	2
dz,
2z =
20
1 − 20Dz
, Dz =
0
z
2zdz, 3
nd 10, 1, and 20 are integration constants and Tc is
he center of the pulse. Without loss of generality, we set
he initial position of the grating z0=0. The self-similar
olution is possible if and only if the dispersion varies ex-
onentially, i.e.,
2z = 20 exp− z,  = 2020, 4
here 20 is the initial dispersion value. The function
 obeys the equation
d2R
d2
− 1R + 22R
3 = 0,
here the scaling variable  and the coefficient 2 are
iven by = t−Tc / 1−20Dz	 and 2=−g /20, respec-
ively. Finally, the chirped bright Bragg solitary wave is
iven by
Ez,t =2z
g
1
T01 − 20Dz	
sech
 t − TcT01 − 20Dz	
expi1z + i2z2 t − Tc2 , 5
here the integration constant 1 is equal to 1/T0
2, and T0
s the initial pulse width parameter. Note that the initial
ull width at half-maximum (FWHM) intensity of the
ulse is 1.76T0. Equations (4) and (5) are the key results
f this work, which state that efficient pedestal-free
ragg soliton pulse compression is possible using NFBG
ith an exponentially decreasing dispersion profile. Since
he pulse width parameter varies with distance along the
rating as Tz=T0 exp−z, the pulse compression ratio
s T0 /Tz=expz, which is the same as the ratio of the
nitial to the final dispersion. We note that while the chirp
arameter 2z=20 expz, the normalized chirp value
z=2zT2z=20T0
2 exp−z. Thus as the chirped
elf-similar soliton compresses, the normalized chirp de-
reases. Consequently, the time-bandwidth product ap-
roaches 0.315, which is the value for transform-limited
yperbolic secant pulses. Figure 1 shows the evolution of
he time-bandwidth product of the compression of a self-
imilar soliton in which the initial pulse parameters are
0=10 ps and 20=−0.01 THz2. The nonlinear grating has
n exponentially decreasing dispersion profile with 2z
20 exp−z where initial dispersion value
20=−33 ps2/cm [6] and the dispersion decay rate 
0.33/cm. The nonlinear coefficient of the grating g
15 W/km. The time-bandwidth product decreases from
.761 to 0.327 after the soliton travels 8 cm of the nonlin-
ar grating.. Evolution of the Self-Similar Soliton
n this section we will study how the physical mecha-
isms determine the evolution of the self-similar soliton
f Eq. (5) as the grating and pulse parameters vary. Since
he soliton is chirped, the soliton evolution depends on the
nteraction between the pulse chirp and the grating dis-
ersion and also between the grating dispersion and the
onlinearity. The effect of dispersion and nonlinearity can
e measured by the distance-dependent dispersion and
onlinear lengths, which are defined, respectively, as
Dz=T2z / 2z and LNz=1/gz /Pz, where Pz is
he peak intensity of the optical pulse. The dispersion
ength is defined for a chirp-free pulse. To account for the
ffect of the pulse chirp, we define a chirp length in analo-
ous to the dispersion length as LCz
T2z / Cz / 2z. For a linear medium governed by
VD only, the dispersion length and the chirp length com-
letely characterize the evolution of a chirped pulse. For
he self-similar soliton in Eq. (5), we have LDz=LNz.
e also find that the chirp length LC=1/, which is the
haracteristic length of the exponentially varying disper-
ion. Thus the self-similar soliton evolves in such a way
hat the dispersion length always equals the nonlinear
ength while the chirp length remains constant.
The evolution of the self-similar soliton depends on the
elative strength of the chirp length and the dispersion
ength. For ease of discussion, we assume in the following
hat the dispersion is exponentially decreasing, i.e., 
0. Since the nonlinear length or dispersion length is ex-
onentially decreasing, even if the effect of chirp domi-
ates initially, i.e., LN	LC at z=0, the nonlinear effect
ill eventually become dominant as the distance becomes
ery large; i.e., LN
LC as z→. When the effect of chirp
s large, the self-similar soliton evolves quasi-linearly.
he compression of the soliton is mainly due to the un-
inding of the pulse chirp by the grating dispersion.
hen the effect of chirp is small, the soliton evolves non-
inearly. The soliton compression is mainly due to the in-
erplay between the dispersion effect and the self-phase
odulation. Thus the physical mechanism governing the
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ig. 1. (Color online) Evolution of the time-bandwidth product
f a self-similar chirped soliton. The initial pulse parameters are
0=10 ps and 20=−0.01 THz2. The grating parameters are 20
−33 ps2/cm, =0.33/cm, and g=15 W/km.
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Li et al. Vol. 26, No. 3 /March 2009/J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 435ompression of the self-similar soliton depends on the ini-
ial grating parameters. Note that the initial soliton chirp
oefficient 20= /20, where 20/ is the total dispersion
f the NFBG with infinite length. The total dispersion of
he NFBG with length L is SL= 20/1−exp−L	.
hus if LN	LC at z=0, the soliton will evolve quasi-
inearly in the beginning of the grating, then evolve ac-
ording to a combination of linear and nonlinear effects
round intermediate distance, and finally, nonlinearly for
arge value of z. If LNLC or LN
LC at z=0, we will only
bserve part of the transition from quasi-linear evolution
o full nonlinear evolution. To demonstrate that the soli-
on evolves quasi-linearly when LN	LC, we consider a
istance z0 such that LC /LNz0
1. We then normal-
ze Eq. (1) as
i
U

−
sgn20f
2
2U
2
+ U2U = 0, 6
here =z /LD0, = t−Tc /T0, and U=EgLN0 are the
ormalized space, time, and electric field, respectively.
he parameters LD0 and LN0 are the dispersion and non-
inear lengths at z=z0. The function f=2z /20
exp− / is a rapidly varying function of . We also note
hat the quadratic phase in Eq. (5) in normalized vari-
bles is given by =+exp /2 /2 /, where 
1LD0. Thus the quadratic phase of the soliton is a
arge and rapidly varying function of . We use the mul-
iple length scale expansion to determine the evolution of
he chirped Bragg soliton under a rapidly varying disper-
ion and large and rapidly varying chirp. We introduce
he fast and slow space and time variables as
1 = /, 1 = /,
2 = , 2 = , 7
here the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the fast and slow
ariables, respectively. The normalized pulse is now a
unction of both fast and slow variables, i.e.,
1 ,2 ,1 ,2. We then expand the normalized electric
eld U1 ,2 ,1 ,2 in terms of the small parameter  as
U1,2,1,2 =U01,2,1,2 + U11,2,1,2 + 2U2
1,2,1,2 + . . . , 8
here Uj1 ,2 ,1 ,2, j=0,1,2, . . . ,, is the jth order ex-
ansion of U1 ,2 ,1 ,2. Finally, through the substitu-
ion of Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (6) and at order 1/, we
btain
i
V0
1
−
1
2
sgn20exp− 1
2V0
1
2 = 0, 9
here we further assume a separation of variables U0
1 ,2 ,1 ,2=V01 ,1W02 ,2 because the coeffi-
ient in Eq. (9) depends on the fast variable only. The
unction V01 ,1 depends on the fast variables only
hileW02 ,2 depends on the slow variables only. Thus
rom Eq. (9), when =LC /LNz0
1, the fast behavior of
he soliton is governed by the grating dispersion only. The
onlinear effect affects the soliton evolution at slow space
nd time scales only. The above analysis demonstrateshat the self-similar chirped soliton evolves quasi-linearly
hen LN	LC. As an example, Fig. 2(a) shows the evolu-
ion of the FWHM of the soliton in which T0=80 ps and
20=−0.01 THz2. The grating parameters are 20=
33 ps2/cm and =0.33/cm. The dots and solid curve rep-
esent the FWHM with and without the nonlinearity. Ini-
ially at z=0, LD194 cm, LC3 cm, 0.0156. At grat-
ng length of 6 cm, LD26.8 cm, LC3 cm, 0.11. We
bserve that the evolution of the FWHM of the soliton is
ell-approximated by the linear evolution. Figure 2(b)
lots the evolution of the FWHM of an initial chirp-free
yperbolic secant pulse with the same parameters as the
hirped soliton in Fig. 2(a) except that 20=0. The dots
nd solid curve represent the FWHM with and without
he nonlinearity. We observe that the pulse width does not
ary significantly and the linear evolution does not agree
ith the nonlinear evolution at all, thus demonstrating
he importance of the chirp in the self-similar chirped
oliton evolution.
Finally if LN
LC at z=0, then grating dispersion
2z=20 exp−z varies slowly and the normalized
hirp Cz=C0 exp−z is very small. Hence in the dis-
ance on the order of LN, the pulse evolution is governed
ainly by the interaction between the dispersion and the
onlinearity. The chirp affects the pulse evolution only at
istance on the order of LC.
. Pulse Parameter Evolution Equations
quation (5) is the exact soliton solution to Eq. (1). To de-
ermine the pulse compression when the grating disper-
ion profile is not exponentially varying or the initial
ulse deviates from the self-similar soliton, we can either
umerically simulate Eq. (1) directly or use semianalyti-
al reduction methods such as the Lagrangian variational
ethod (LVM) [27] or the projection operator method
POM) [28,29] to derive the equations governing the evo-
ution of the pulse parameters. In both the LVM and the
OM, the success of the approximation depends on the
nsatz chosen. For the NLS-type equation like Eq. (1),
oth hyperbolic secant pulse shape [Eq. (10)] and Gauss-
an pulse shape [Eq. (11)] with a quadratic phase varia-
ion are common ansatz, i.e.,
E = x1 sech tx2exp ix3t
2
2
+ ix4 , 10
(a)
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ig. 2. (Color online) Evolution of the FWHM of (a) chirped hy-
erbolic secant pulse (T0=80 ps, 20=−0.01 THz2) and (b) un-
hirped hyperbolic secant pulse (T0=80 ps, 20=0) in exponen-
ially decreasing dispersion (20=−33 ps2/cm, =0.33/cm). The
ots and solid curve represent the evolution with g
15 W/km and without nonlinearity, respectively.
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2
2
+ ix4 , 11
here xiz, i=1,2,3,4 are the amplitude, pulse width,
hirp, and phase parameters of the optical pulse. Equa-
ions [12] give the equations governing the evolution of
he pulse parameters generated by the LVM and the POM
sing the hyperbolic secant pulse and Gaussian pulse an-
atz. The coefficients ci, i=1,2,3,4 are constants indepen-
ent of distance z but depend on the reduction method
nd the ansatz used. In other words, the pulse param-
ters equations resulting from the two reduction methods
nd two different pulse ansatz have the same functional
orm. Only some of the coefficients in the equations are
ifferent,
dx1
dz
=
1
2
2zx1x3,
dx2
dz
= − 2zx2x3,
dx3
dz
= 2zx32 − c1 1x24 − c2gx1
2
x2
2 ,
dx4
dz
= c3
2z
x2
2 + c4gx1
2. 12
able 2 lists the values of the constant ci’s for different
ombinations of the reduction methods and ansatz used.
In general, the solutions to the pulse parameter equa-
ions are only the “best” approximation to the solution to
he original equations under the assumption of the ansatz
nd the reduction method used. However, if the functional
orm of the ansatz coincides with that of the exact solu-
ion, as in the case of the ansatz Eq. (10) to Eq. (1), then
he pulse parameter equations will yield the exact solu-
ion to the original equations. Using the LVM and the hy-
erbolic secant pulse as ansatz, the first three equations
n Eq. (12) can be written as
dx1
dz
=
x1
2LCz
,
dx2
dz
= −
x2
LCz
,
Table 2. Values of the Constants ci in Eq. (12) for D
Method Ansatz c1
LVMa Hyperbolic
secant
4
2
POMb Hyperbolic
secant
30
4
LVM–POM Gaussian 4
aLVM—Lagrangian variational method.
bPOM—Projection operator method.dx3
dz
=
x3
LCz
+
4
2x2
2 1LDz − 1LNz , 13
here LCz=1/ x32, LDz=−x2
2 /2, and LNz
1/ gx1
2 represent the chirp, dispersion, and nonlinear
engths, respectively. Equation (13) can be solved readily
f we assume LDz=LNz, i.e., the well-known condition
n which the dispersion length equals the nonlinear
ength. The solutions are
x1z = x10exp120
z
1/LCzdz ,
x2z = x20exp−
0
z
1/LCzdz ,
x3z = x30exp
0
z
1/LCzdz .
t is then necessary to substitute x1z, x2z, and x3z
ack into the condition LDz=LNz to check for the con-
istency. There are two possibilities for the parameter LC
hat needed to be treated separately. First, we consider
C→, i.e., x32=0, which means x3z=0 since z0.
n this case x1, x2, and x3 are independent of z. The con-
ition LDz=LNz means that 2z=20 is a constant
nd the parameters x1 and x2 satisfy the condition
x2
2 /20=1/ gx1
2. In other words, we obtain the conven-
ional soliton solutions for the NLS equation with con-
tant dispersion. Next, we consider the case when LC is
nite. Thus 2z= 1/x30 /LCz	exp−0
z1/LCz dz .he condition LDz=LNz, which becomes
x202x30LCz=1/ gx102	, can be satisfied if and
nly if LC is a constant independent of z. As a result x1z,
2z, x3z, and 2z vary exponentially with distance z,
hich is the chirped soliton solution for the NLS equation
ith exponentially varying dispersion. In summary, we
bserve that the soliton solutions for the NLS equation
ith the constant dispersion and exponentially varying
ispersion share the same characteristics; both of them
volve such that the dispersion length equals the nonlin-
ar length and the chirp length remains unchanged.
In the following, we will use the pulse parameter equa-
ions [Eq. (12)] as well as full numerical simulation of the
LS equation [Eq. (1)] to study the self-similar optical
ulse compression.
ent Choices of the Reduction Methods and Ansatz
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he self-similar soliton requires the grating dispersion to
ary exponentially. Although almost any grating profile
an be manufactured using the state-of-the-art grating-
riting techniques, fabrication of FBGs with an exact ex-
onentially decreasing dispersion profile for an extended
ength is still challenging, especially when the grating
ength L is significantly larger than the characteristic
ength of the grating LC=1/. Similar problems have
een encountered in utilizing dispersion decreasing fibers
o reduce pulse broadening or the nonadiabatic effects
aused by lumped amplifiers in fiber soliton transmission
ystems. Hasegawa et al. have shown that a stepwise
ispersion-decreasing fiber can reduce the collision-
nduced jitters in soliton-based wavelength-division mul-
iplexing systems [30] when the number of steps is suffi-
iently large (four or more). Therefore, in this section we
ill study the feasibility of using the stepwise constant
unction to approximate the exponentially decreasing dis-
ersion profile and determine the effects of the SWA on
he quality of the compressed pulse. SWA could be easily
ealized by concatenating FBGs with different uniform
ispersions together. We assume that a nonuniform grat-
ng is divided into a number of sections with equal
engths. We then determine the total dispersion in each
ection of gratings and replace each section with a uni-
orm grating with the corresponding total dispersion
alue. If M sections are used, the constant dispersion
alue bi for the ith section is given by
bi =
M
L i−1L/M
iL/M
20 exp− 2020zdz. 14
rom Subsection 2.B only one grating with constant dis-
ersion will be sufficient to well approximate the pulse
ompression in the chirp dominated regime, i.e., LC
LN.
n this case, the pulse evolves quasi-linearly as shown in
ig. 2. The pulse compression is determined by the total
ispersion in the grating, and the detail of the dispersion
rofile is not important. This regime is obviously not of in-
erest. Similarly, we are not interested in the nonlinear
egime in which LC	LN, because the chirp is not playing
n important role unless the grating length is of the order
f LC. We therefore will focus on pulse compression when
CLN and study both dispersion exponentially decreas-
ng FBG (DDFBG) and the SWA to the dispersion profile.
As an example, we consider a grating length of Lg
6 cm; the initial grating dispersion is 20=−33 ps2/cm
nd the decay rate =0.33 cm. Thus the grating length is
lmost twice the characteristic length of the grating. We
ssume an initial pulse width parameter T0=10 ps, and
he initial chirp coefficient 20=−0.01 THz2. The initial
ispersion length LD03 cm. Hence initially LD0=LC. At
he end of the grating, the dispersion decreases to 2L
−4.56 ps2/cm and LDLg0.14LC. Figure 3(a) shows
he exponentially decreasing dispersion profile (dashed
urve) and the six-section SWA (solid curve). Figure 3(b)
hows the initial pulse profile (dotted-dashed curve) and
he compressed pulse using the DDFBG (solid curve) and
he six-section SWA (dashed curve). The compression ra-
io is 7 in both cases. A small pedestal (1.12%) appears
n the SWA profile. We calculate the pedestal using theethod described in [31]. Figure 3(c) shows the evolution
f the dispersion length LD and nonlinear length LN.
n DDFBG, LD is always equal to LN (dots). The nonlinear
ength of the SWA (dashed curve) agrees with that of ex-
onentially decreasing dispersion profile while the disper-
ion length of the SWA (solid curve) shows discontinued
umps at the boundaries of each grating section. From
ig. 3(c), it is obvious that the dispersion length LD of the
WA approximates the nonlinear length LN very well,
howing that the area under the solid curve is almost
qual to the area under the dashed curve. Figures 3(d)
nd 3(e) give the evolutions of bandwidth and time-
andwidth product during pulse compression for both dis-
ersion profiles, respectively. The solid and dashed curves
epresent the results from the DDFBG and the six-section
WA, respectively. At the end of the grating the time-
andwidth product is 0.354 for the DDFBG and 0.359 for
he six-section SWA. Thus, the compressed pulse becomes
lmost transform limited. We use the fourth-order
unge–Kutta (RK) method to solve Eq. (12) using the hy-
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ig. 3. (Color online) (a) Exponentially decreasing dispersion
rofile (dashed curve) and the six-section SWA (solid curve). (b)
he pulse profile at z=0 (dotted-dashed curve) and at z=6 cm in
he DDFBG (solid curve) and the six-section SWA (dashed curve).
c) Evolutions of the dispersion length LD and nonlinear length
N. The dots, dashed curve, and solid curve represent LD =LN in
DFBG, LN in SWA, and LD in SWA, respectively. (d) Bandwidth
roadening in DDFBG (solid curve) and the six-section SWA
dashed curve). (e) Time-bandwidth product for DDFBG (solid
urve) and the six-section SWA (dashed curve). (f) Evolution of
WHM in the six-section SWA for the self-similar soliton (dots),
he full numerical simulations (solid curve), the LVM with hyper-
olic secant pulse ansatz (dashed curve), and the POM with hy-
erbolic secant pulse ansatz (dotted-dashed curve).
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438 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 26, No. 3 /March 2009 Li et al.erbolic secant profile as ansatz. Figure 3(f) shows the
volution of the FWHM in the six-section SWA in the
ogarithmic scale, where the dots, solid curve, dashed
urve, and dotted-dashed curve represent the self-similar
oliton, the simulation results of Eq. (1) using the split-
tep Fourier method, the results of the LVM using the hy-
erbolic secant pulse ansatz, and the results of the POM
sing the hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz, respectively.
he results from the LVM and the POM are similar and
oth approximate the exact solution very well.
For pulse compression, it is important to determine the
umber of sections required to approximate the required
xponentially decreasing dispersion. The number of sec-
ions required obviously depends on the tolerance of the
edestal generated. The tighter the tolerance, the higher
he number of sections required. By varying the initial
ispersion coefficient 20, the decay rate of the exponen-
ially decreasing dispersion , the compression ratio
CR) and the initial pulse width, we find that the number
f sections required only depends on the compression ra-
io CR=expLg	 and the ratio of initial chirp length to
nitial dispersion length (=LC /LD0=1/20/T0
2=1/C0,
here C0 is the initial normalized chirp value). If  is the
ame for different pulses, it is obvious that the one with a
arger CR requires more sections. If CR is fixed, the one
ith larger  requires more sections. In Fig. 4(a), the solid
urve and dots represent =1/4 and 1/8, respectively.
he tolerance of the pedestal energy is 0.5% when we
mplement the SWA. From Fig. 4(a), if the objective is to
educe the number of constant segments, then  should be
ept small but, of course,  cannot be too small otherwise
e will be in the chirp dominated regime. The chirp domi-
ated regime is not of interest because there is no signifi-
ant bandwidth broadening. Figure 4(b) shows the depen-
ence of pulse bandwidth on the pulse chirp for a chirped
aussian pulse of the form A0 exp−1− iCt2 /T0
2 /2	 (solid
urve) and chirped hyperbolic secant pulse of the form
0 secht /T0expiCt2 /T0
2 /2 (dashed curve). We observed
hat the ratio of the bandwidth of the chirped pulse to
hat of the unchirped pulse C /0	 increases lin-
arly and quadratically with the chirp C for the hyper-
olic secant pulse and Gaussian pulse, respectively. The
andwidth contributed by the chirp equals that of an un-
hirped pulse occur at C  =0.87 for the Gaussian pulse
nd 0.36 for the hyperbolic secant pulse. Beyond the re-
pective chirp values, the chirp contributes more signifi-
antly to the pulse bandwidth.
. COMPRESSION OF UNCHIRPED OPTICAL
ULSES
nlike conventional solitons of the NLS equation with
onstant dispersion, the solution to the NLS equation
ith exponentially varying dispersion is chirped. The lin-
ar chirp of the solution is a key feature of the self-similar
haracteristics of the chirped soliton solution which al-
ows pedestal-free pulse compression. However in pulse
ompression, typically the input pulse is unchirped al-
hough the pulse after compression is usually chirped.
hus for the proposed nonlinear pulse compression, the
nput pulse must be chirped in the prescribed manner be-
ore pulse compression in the nonlinear grating can takelace. In general, it is not easy to produce the precise
ulse shape and chirp [32]. Therefore in this section we
tudy the compression of initially chirp-free pulse using a
inear FBG to produce the required chirp profile for the
ompression in the NFBG with exponentially decreasing
ispersion. In particular, we assume that the input pulse
s a chirp-free hyperbolic secant pulse or Gaussian pulse.
ur simulation results show that the pedestal generated
rom an input Gaussian pulse is much smaller than that
f an input hyperbolic secant pulse showing that the com-
ression by the NFBG is more sensitive to the chirp pro-
le than the pulse shape. We also find that an initial
aussian pulse evolves into a hyperbolic secant pulse af-
er the compression in the NFBG.
. Prechirping
irst, we study the chirping of an initially chirp-free hy-
erbolic secant pulse of the form, A secht /T , by using a
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mplitude. Here normal dispersive medium is used to in-
roduce a negative chirp 20 for the subsequent nonlinear
ulse compression. Figure 5(a) shows the evolution of
enerated pedestal with the length of the linear FBG. The
edestal energy increases with the length of the linear
BG. Figure 5(b) shows the evolution of the normalized
hirp Clinz in a linear FBG. The chirp value is deter-
ined by carrying out a polynomial fit of the pulse phase.
e find that the higher-order chirp terms are negligible.
he normalized chirp Clinz initially increases and then
ecreases with the length of the linear FBG. We note that
he normalized chirp Clinz=2zT0
2 and 2z is associ-
ted with the decay rate of NFBG =2020. Thus for a
ompact optical pulse compressor, we choose the length of
he linear grating to maximize the value of 2z. From
ig. 5(b) the maximum Clinz occurs at z /LD=0.56 with
linz=−0.3992.
For the chirping of an initially chirp-free Gaussian
ulses of the form A0 exp−t2 /T0
2 /2, it is well-known that
inear dispersive media only modify the quadratic chirp
oefficient of a Gaussian pulse but leave the pulse shape
nchanged. The chirp coefficent 20 is given by 20=
2,linz / T0
4+2,lin
2z20 where 2,lin is the dispersion
oefficient of the linear FBG [33]. Figure 5(c) shows the
volution of the normalized chirp Clinz in a linear grat-
ng for the Gaussian pulse. The maximum normalized
hirp Clinz  =0.5 occurs at z=LD=T0
2 /2,lin. Figure 5(d)
hows the evolution of the broadening factor until the
aximum chirp occurs. The solid and dashed curves rep-
esent the broadening factor in the chirping of a hyper-
olic secant and Gaussian pulse. The maximum broaden-
ng factors are 1.26 and 1.41 for a hyperbolic secant and
aussian pulse.
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ig. 5. (Color online) (a) Pedestal generated and (b) the evolu-
ion of 2zT0
2 in the chirping of a hyperbolic secant pulse using
linear FBG as a function of grating length. (c) The evolution of
2zT0
2 in the chirping of a Gaussian pulse using a linear FBG
ersus grating length. (d) Evolution of the broadening factor un-
il the maximum chirp occurs. The solid and dashed curves rep-
esent the broadening factor in the chirping of a hyperbolic se-
ant and Gaussian pulse. The parameter LD is the dispersion
ength of the linear grating.As an illustration, we consider the compression of a
hirp-free hyperbolic secant pulse and a chirp-free Gauss-
an pulse with the same FWHM 16.65 ps, corresponding
o T0=9.45 ps for the hyperbolic secant pulse and T0
10 ps for the Gaussian pulse. For the hyperbolic secant
nput pulse, the dispersion coefficient and the length of
he linear FBG are 25 ps2/cm and 2 cm, respectively. For
he Gaussian input pulse, the dispersion coefficient and
he length of the linear FBG are 25 ps2/cm and 4 cm, re-
pectively. We use linear FBGs with the same dispersion
ut vary the grating length to achieve the maximum chirp
alue 20 in the chirping of the hyperbolic secant and
aussian pulses. In our chosen examples, 20 is found to
e −0.0045 THz2 for the prechirped quasi-hyperbolic se-
ant pulse, and −0.005THz2 for the prechirped Gaussian
ulse.
. Nonlinear Compression
ext, we launched the prechirped hyperbolic secant
ulse, from Subsection 4.A, into the NFBG with exponen-
ially decreasing dispersion. The power of the optical
ulse input to the NFBG is chosen as P0
20 /g /Tsech
2 LLFBG, where TsechLLFBG is the pulse
idth parameter of the hyperbolic secant pulse used to fit
he linear FBG output when the input is a hyperbolic se-
ant pulse, and 20 is the initial dispersion value of the
FBG. The pulse width parameter of the prechirped
ulse is TsechLLFBG=11.9 ps, the initial dispersion coef-
cient is 20=−25 ps2/cm, the decay rate of exponentially
ecreasing dispersion is =0.1125/cm, the nonlinear co-
fficient of NFBG is g=15 W/km, and the length of
FBG is 19.2 cm. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the initial
ulse (solid curve) and pre-chirped pulse (dashed curve)
n linear and logarithmic scales. We note that the chirped
ulse deviates slightly from the hyperbolic secant profile.
igures 6(c) and 6(d) show the pulse profile after the
FBG 19.2 cm in both linear and logarithmic scales.
he fitted hyperbolic secant profile [dots in Fig. 6(c) and
ashed curve in Fig. 6(d)] has the same peak power and
he FWHM as the final compressed pulse. Figure 6(e)
hows the evolution of the FWHM in the linear FBG (the
rechirper) and the NFBG (the pulse compressor), where
he dots, solid curve, dashed curve, and dotted-dashed
urve represent self-similar soliton, the simulation re-
ults of NLS equation, the results of the LVM using hy-
erbolic secant pulse ansatz, and the results of the POM
sing hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz, respectively. The
eviation is slightly larger here because the two reduction
ethods are not very accurate in determining the FWHM
sing the hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz in the prechirp-
ng process. We note that the LVM performs slightly bet-
er than the POM. The total compression ratio (compared
o initially chirp-free pulse) is 6.28, and the generated
edestal is 6.24% (Table 3).
We then launched the chirped Gaussian pulse, from
ubsection 4.A, into the NFBG with exponentially de-
reasing dispersion. Following [34] we choose the param-
ters
TGauss
2 LLFBG/2/20 = 1/g/P0, 15
here TGaussLLFBG is the pulse width parameter of the
rechirped Gaussian pulse which is achieved after the lin-
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440 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 26, No. 3 /March 2009 Li et al.ar FBG, P0 is the power of pulse input to the NFBG, and
20 is the initial dispersion value of the NFBG. In our ex-
mple, 20=−25 ps2/cm, TGaussLLFBG=102 ps, 
0.125/cm, g=15 W/km, and the NFBG is 16 cm long.
igures 7(a) and 7(b) show the initial pulse (solid curve)
nd prechirped pulse (dashed curve) in linear and loga-
ithmic scales. Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the pulse profile
fter the NFBG 16 cm in both linear and logarithmic
cales. From Fig. 7(d) the main portion of the compressed
ulse is almost the same as the fitted hyperbolic secant
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ig. 6. (Color online) Hyperbolic secant input pulse. The pulse
rofiles before (solid curve) and after the linear FBG (dashed
urve) in (a) linear and (b) logarithmic scales. The pulse profiles
fter the NFBG (solid curve) and a “fitted” hyperbolic secant
ulse profiles in (c) linear (dots) and (d) logarithmic scales
dashed curve). (e) Evolution of the FWHM in the prechirper (the
inear FBG) and the NFBG for the self-similar soliton (dots), the
ull numerical simulation (solid curve), the LVM using hyperbolic
ecant pulse ansatz (dashed curve), and the POM using hyper-
olic secant pulse ansatz (dot-dashed curve).
Table 3. Comparison Between the Compression o
P
Compression of Hyperbolic S
(Fig. 6)
0 −0.63
z −0.16
WHM of compressed pulse 2.65 ps
edestal of compressed pulse 6.24%
aC0 is the normalized chirp coefficient of the chirped hyperbolic secant or Gaus
y fitting the phase of the pulse using C0t2 /T2LLFBG /2, where TLLFBG is the pul
f the compressed pulse, Cz, is determined by fitting the phase of the pulse usingulse, indicating that the initial Gaussian profile has
volved into a hyperbolic secant pulse profile after the
ompression in the NFBG. For the compression of the
aussian pulse, we solve the pulse parameters equations
sing the LVM and the POM using the hyperbolic secant
ulse ansatz [Eq. (10)] and Gaussian pulse ansatz [Eq.
11)]. We assume that the pulse launched into the NFBG
s chirped hyperbolic secant pulse or chirped Gaussian
erbolic Secant Input Pulse and Gaussian Input
Input Pulse
Compression of Gaussian Input Pulse (Fig. 7)
−1
−0.097
2.65 ps
0.0935%
t pulse. The normalized chirp coefficients after the linear FBG C0	 are determind
parameter of the hyperbolic secant or Gaussian pulse. Similarly, the chirp coefficient
2L  /2, where TL  is the pulse width parameter of the compressed pulse.
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ig. 7. (Color online) Gaussian input pulse. The pulse profiles
efore (solid curve) and after the linear FBG (dashed curve) in (a)
inear and (b) logarithmic scales. The pulse profiles after the
FBG (solid curve) and a fitted hyperbolic secant pulse profiles
n (c) linear (dots) and (d) logarithmic scales (dashed curve). (e)
he compressed pulse in logarithmic scale. (f) Evolution of the
WHM in the prechirper (linear FBG) and the NFBG. For (e)
nd (f), the solid curve, dashed curve, dots, and dotted-dashed
urve represent the full numerical simulation, the LVM with hy-
erbolic secant pulse ansatz, the POM with hyperbolic secant
ulse ansatz, and the LVM (or POM) with Gaussian pulse an-
atz, respectively.f Hyp
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Li et al. Vol. 26, No. 3 /March 2009/J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 441ulse with same FWHM. Figure 7(e) shows the com-
ressed pulse. Figure 7(f) shows the evolution of the
WHM in the linear FBG and NFBG. For both Figs. 7(e)
nd 7(f), the solid curve, dashed curve, dots, and dotted-
ashed curve represent the results from the full simula-
ion, the LVM with hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz, the
OM with hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz, and the LVM
or POM) with Gaussian pulse ansatz, respectively. The
VM with hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz approximates
he full simulations results better. The total compression
atio when compared to the initial chirp-free pulse is 6.28
nd the generated pedestal is 0.0935% (Table 3).
As shown in Table 3, the final compressed pulse of the
nitial hyperbolic secant and Gaussian pulses have the
ame FWHM 2.65 ps. The final compressed pulses are
lmost chirp-free. We observe that the pedestal generated
rom an input Gaussian pulse is much smaller than that
f an input hyperbolic secant pulse. By varying 20, 20
nd T0, we find that the final compression ratio mainly
epends on the designed value of CR, and the generated
edestal is associated with both the designed CR and 
iscussed before.
In the compression of initial Gaussian pulses, we use
q. (15) to determine the NFBG parameters. We find that
he design gives good quality compressed pulses. We want
o determine whether Eq. (15) gives the optimal design
arameters for the NFBG. We define the ratio
LD0,Gauss/LN0,Gauss, where LD0,Gauss=TGauss
2 LLFBG / 20
nd LN0,Gauss=1/g /P0 are the initial dispersion length
nd initial nonlinear length of the Gaussian pulse input
nto the NFBG. We obtain different ratios of
D0,Gauss/LN0,Gauss by either changing the initial disper-
ion value of the NFBG 20 or changing the peak power
f the initial pulse. Different lengths of NFBG are used to
chieve the same FWHM of the final compressed pulse.
able 4 gives the percentages of pedestals generated. We
bserve that the amount of pedestal generated mainly de-
ends on the ratio LD0,Gauss/LN0,Gauss and the optimal
oint is LD0,Gauss/LN0,Gauss=2. Figure 8 shows the evolu-
ion of the FWHM with respect to the change in the ratio
D0,Gauss/LN0,Gauss. Thus Eq. (15) is a good and simple cri-
erion to design the NFBG for compression of Gaussian
ulses.
. Stepwise Approximation
inally, we consider the SWA of the NFBG used in the
ompression of an initial hyperbolic secant pulse dis-
able 4. Comparison of the Pedestal Generated for
Different Values of the Ratio=LD0,Gauss/LN0,Gauss
a
Ratio Change of 20 Change of Peak Power
1 6.49% 6.49%
1.2 1.47% 1.47%
2 0.0935%
1.6 1% 1%
1.8 2.42% 2.38%
2 3.69% 3.68%
aLD0,Gauss=TGauss
2 LLFBG / 20 and LN0,Gauss=1 /g / P0 are the initial dispersion
nd nonlinear lengths, respectively, of the ratio. The different values of
D0,Gauss /LN0,Gauss are obtained by either changing the initial dispersion value of
FBG 20 or changing the peak power of the initial pulse. Different lengths of
FBG are used to achieve the same FWHM of the final compressed pulse.ussed in Subsection 4.A. Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respec-
ively, show the change of FWHM and the percentage of
edestal generated of the final compressed pulse with re-
pect to number of sections used. The dots represent the
WHM or the pedestal generated versus the number of
ections used, and the circle represents that by using
DFBG. When the number of sections increases, the com-
ressed pulse from the SWA becomes closer to that by us-
ng DDFBG. Figure 9(c) shows the evolution of the
WHM in the compression process, where the solid curve,
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he full simulation of DDFBG, the full simulation using
n eight-section SWA, the results of the LVM using hyper-
olic secant pulse ansatz and an eight-section SWA, and
he results of the POM using hyperbolic secant pulse an-
atz and an eight-section SWA, respectively. We observe
hat results from the LVM and POM using the hyperbolic
ecant pulse ansatz are very close to each other.
Next, we consider the SWA of the NFBG used in the
ompression of an initial Gaussian pulse discussed in the
ubsection 4.A. Figures 10(a) and 10(b), respectively,
how the change of the FWHM and the percentage of ped-
stal generated from the final compressed pulse versus
he number of sections used. The dots represent the
WHM or the pedestal generated using different number
f sections, and the circle represents that by using
DFBG. Again when the number of sections increases,
he compressed pulse from the SWA becomes closer to
hat achieved in the DDFBG. Figure 10(c) shows the evo-
ution of the FWHM in the eight-section SWA and
DFBG. In this case, eight FBGs with constant disper-
ions can approximate the exponentially decreasing dis-
ersion profile very well. Finally Fig. 10(d) compares the
esults from the full simulation, the LVM and POM with
yperbolic secant pulse ansatz and Gaussian pulse an-
atz. The dots, dashed curve, dotted-dashed curve, and
olid curve represent full simulation of the eight-section
WA, the results of the LVM with hyperbolic secant pulse
nsatz and the eight-section SWA, the results of the POM
ith hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz and the eight-section
WA, and the result of the LVM or POM with Gaussian
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esults from the two reduction methods with different an-
atz are similar and deviate slightly from that of full
imulations.
. CONCLUSIONS
n conclusion, we have shown that self-similar chirped
ragg soliton solutions for the nonlinear Schrödinger
NLS) equation exist for exponentially varying dispersion.
he evolution of the pulse width follows that of the expo-
entially varying dispersion. Thus, nonlinear fiber Bragg
ratings (FBGs) with exponentially decreasing dispersion
an be used to carry out pedestal free compression of op-
ical pulses. Unlike the solitons of the NLS equation with
onstant dispersion, these self-similar solitons are
hirped. The chirped soliton evolves such that the disper-
ion length equals to the nonlinear length. Both the dis-
ersion length and the nonlinear length vary with dis-
ance, but the chirp length is constant. As a result, if the
atio of the initial chirp length to the dispersion length is
mall, the characteristics of the pulse evolution will
hange from initially quasi-linear in the beginning of the
rating, to a combination of linear and nonlinear for in-
ermediate portion of the grating, to finally fully nonlin-
ar towards the end of the grating.
We have also shown that the exponentially varying dis-
ersion of the nonlinear FBGs can be approximated by us-
ng a concatenation of nonlinear FBGs (NFBGs) with dif-
erent constant dispersions. For a given tolerance on the
edestal generated, we have found that the number of
oncatenated sections is proportional to the compression
atio, but inversely proportional to the initial chirp value.
e have also studied the effect of prechirping using linear
BG to produce the required chirp profile for initially
hirp-free hyperbolic secant and Gaussian pulse. We have
ound that the pedestal generated from an input Gauss-
an pulse is much smaller than that of a hyperbolic secant
ulse showing that the compression by the nonlinear FBG
s more sensitive to the chirp profile than the pulse shape.
e have also found that the initial Gaussian profile
volves into a hyperbolic secant profile after the compres-
ion in the NFBG. Finally, we study the use of stepwise
pproximation (SWA) to the exponentially decreasing dis-
ersion on initial hyperbolic secant and Gaussian pulses
hirped by a linear FBG. We have found that high quality
ompressed pulses can be generated.
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